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Abstract

The nature of politics involves the coordination of peaceful human co-existence. Given its central place in human existence, politics has a great importance in fostering a better living condition of the people. But when wrongly pursued and exercised, political power becomes a destructive tool in the hands of political leaders.

In view of this importance, it becomes imperative to subject those vying for political positions to psychological (personality) test in order to validate their fitness and usefulness in ensuring the purpose of politics which among others includes the coordination of human society.

This paper employs observatory, dialogical and discursive methods in examining the interlock between Politics and Psychology. It highlights some abnormal behaviors displayed by our political leaders and argues that the withdrawal of Psychology and Psychologists to the background in political matters in Nigeria spells doom for the country at large.

Thus, it recommends that there must be a deliberate fusion of politics (Political Science) and Psychology, beyond mere referencing them as belonging to the Social Sciences. In other words, there must be a deliberate intellectual merger of politics and psychology within the university system and the public sphere. It also recommends that Psychologists should get involved in national discourse not just as citizens but also as professionals who could provide answers to national issues especially in regards to analyzing the behaviors of political leaders and determining who and who are fit to lead. Finally, it holds that the civil society and Psychologists have a viable role to play in redressing the socio-political “madness” in the corridor of power in Nigeria.
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Introduction

Man is a complex being. He is not just a physical being; he is also an ethical, spiritual, psychological, metaphysical, social, political being among others. Thus, all academic disciplines exist to demystify the being of man; empowering him to dominate his environment and assisting him to live a life of happiness. It is therefore important to state that no discipline can be subsumed under another since all have their relevance in demystifying the being of man in one area or the other. And none should be given a magisterial position over the other. However, in this paper, we focus on the political and the psychological dimensions of man but not as though they are the most important aspect of human existence.

The life of man is intertwined within the concept of politics. This is because man exists to satisfy some basic and fundamental needs which cannot be done in isolation. He will have to necessarily interact with his immediate environment in order to achieve his aims and goals of self-satisfaction and self-actualization. The concept of the environment includes other men and works of nature such as land, water, plant among others. This possibly explains why Aristotle argues that man is a political animal which implies a man will always interact with other men – man is a social being. The purpose of the interaction is to foster the life of happiness for him which is impossible if pursued nihilistically. For his goal of happiness to be achieved, without destroying the capacity of others’ existence, rules and regulations (law) are to be formulated and enforced to ensure that man’s quest is done within the ambit of morality and legality. Thus, the emergence of those saddled with the responsibility of maintaining social order becomes an imperative. Here, we are confronted with the need for political leadership.

However, beyond getting some set of people to sit in the ivory tower of power, we must ensure that the mental dispositions of these personnel of government are well coordinated to enhance their favorable contribution to man’s quest for happiness. This is because if these sets of people have dysfunctional behavior or personality disorder, their policies and programs will likely diminish man’s capacity for self-actualization, self-fulfillment and self-satisfaction. And there is no intellectual discipline within study of man that better captures this mental dimension of man’s exercise of his rationality and humanity like Psychology does. Therefore, the nexus between politics and psychology has gone beyond delineation.

In our quest for the wellbeing of the rural people, there is a need to consider the implication of government policies. This is because through inhumane policies, the government can frustrate the efforts of psychologists working to improve the wellbeing of the rural people. Therefore, this study re-interrogate the place of psychologists in ensuring that the right people get into seats of power where decisions that would affect the general society, including the rural people, are made.

Research Methods

This research is carried out with the use of qualitative method with...
emphasis on the use of secondary data analyzed through textual and
descriptive methods of analysis. The sources of the secondary data
include books, journals and articles among others. The discursive and
dialogical method is the collecting and holding together in consistent
form the multi-variety of opinions, perspectives and positions in which
and through which being seeks to express and manifest its meaning in
being [1]. It is observatory because it dwells on the observation of the
political processes in Nigeria relying on empirical facts as recorded in
the papers (academics and newspapers).

Politics and psychology: An ideal union

It is important we state at this point that we deliberately avoided
the use of the word, Political Science but chose to use Politics because
of the practical engagement we are driving at. The implication of this
deliberate “avoidance” is to argue that the purpose of this paper is not
just a mere intellectual interaction between Political Science (which
is the study of politics) and Psychology but rather a practical and field
involvement of Psychologists in political issues.

Even though the interaction can first begin as collaboration
between the two titans (Psychology and Political Science) within the
field of Social Sciences, it must go beyond such to embrace a full blown
recognition of the impact of Psychology on the processes of politics
within a country not as a mere academic discipline but as a necessity
for man’s quest for happiness to be achieved through the installation of
the right kind of people for political leadership.

As noted by Abegunde [2] “there are two factors that influence
the direction of development of a country. They are the character
and nature of political leadership on the one hand and the system of
governance in operation on the other.” It is necessary to note that
the political leadership determines the system of governance. So, if
the character and nature of political leadership is faulty, then we can be rest
assured that the system of governance would follow similar pattern.

What is politics?

Johnson holds that “Politics concerns the formulation and
execution of decisions binding upon the population of a community
or society, and the relationship between those who make or implement
such decisions and those who are affected by them” [3]. From the
definition, politics focuses on the formulation and execution of
decisions taken by some political leaders, whether in collaboration with
the led through their representatives or by the political leaders without
consulting the masses they represent, which will have either negative or
positive effect on the general community of people. From this, it is
obvious that some people formulate and execute policies which will
affect some other people. Therefore, one could conclude that the effect
of the policies on the people depends on the character and personality
of those responsible for them.

For Dipo Kolawole, "Politics is the nerve-center of human peaceful
and organized co-existence. It regulates other social systems so as to
minimize and control conflict. Politics is part of all human beings" [4]. From this definition, politics is construed as central to organized human existence, regulating the behavior of man and building a social system that will promote more of peace and less of conflict. In other words, with politics, conflict in human society should be minimal
given the rules and regulations that prohibit inhumane, immoral and illegal behavior among the citizens. We shall avoid the polemics
between consensus view and conflict view of politics here. The point
that is worth of note is that politics ought to make the lives of men better and not worse through the formulations and implementations of

policies by political leaders for the benefit of the people they represent.
Faulks, Phillips and Thomson [5] view politics as a response to certain
inherent human problems and, in particular, the problems of order
and distribution of resources. Clearly discussed therefore, politics is
expected to redress the problems of social disorder and ensure adequate
distribution of collective resources of a country. But how best can we
explain a situation where political leaders re-channel the resources to
private purses.

It is at this point that abnormal behavior becomes a subject of
utmost importance under Abnormal Psychology, an authentic branch of Psychology.

What is psychology?

Psychology, among several definitions, is often defined as the scientific study of the behavior of organism (man and animal) and their mental process. Organismic behavior is said to be hinged on both the environment and the organism’s innate tendencies (natural predispositions) [6]. Psychology attempts at gaining an epistemic access into the mind of the human personleading to the possibility of understanding, explaining, predicting and correcting human behavior. Given that the word ‘psyche’ is translated to mean ‘mind’, Psychology is the study of the human mind.

The Holy Bible reinforces the importance of the human mind, as it
were psychology, in the book of Proverbs: “As he thinketh in his heart
(mind), so is he” (Proverb 23: 7-KJV). In other words, the personality
and the behavior of a man are determined by what goes on his mind
[7].

We will like to cite Godwin Azenabor poignant submission on
psychology and psychologists thus:

The psychologist aims at extending our knowledge of the human mind and behavior and finding solutions to the problems of the individual as a person and that of the society at large through the study of human mind and behavior. This study of behavior refers to the mental process relating to ideas about human thought, development, attitudes, moods, intentions, volition, action, emotion, imagination, pleasure, dreams, ambitions and human needs. So psychology directs and enables us to understand our actions and attitudes [8].

From the above, the central importance of psychologists and
their enterprise cannot be underestimated. The psychologists’ aim at
extending our knowledge of the human mind is not just for the purpose
of theoretical discourse but to be able to ensure that we have a grasp of
the causes and the effects of human behavior so on the society at large. It
is not just problem discovery exercise but solution-oriented enterprise.
All the inner experiences of man are discoverable by the psychologists
with the use of some fundamental research tools and methods.

If psychology has such practical utility to humanity, we can
convincingly and conveniently argue that it is a disservice to humanity
for psychologists not to be proactive in issues of politics given that their
enterprise deals with people (studies their social fitness) who wedge
political power.

Laski [9] holds that every government must submit itself to the
judgment of those who feel the consequences of its acts. The reason for
such submission is the simple historical fact that unconditional power
has always proved, at least ultimate, disastrous to those over whom
it is exercise. If this statement is to be taken very seriously, then those
who exercise political power must be found to be fit for such expensive
venture.
Personality Disorder and the Imperativeness of Personality Test in Nigerian Politics

It is a general observatory testimony that there are several human beings occupying positions of power in Nigerian politics that are not fit given the display of personality disorder.

Nzongola-Ntalaja argues, many years ago, that it is the national ruling class itself that constitutes the principal obstacle to economic growth and development through the privatization of the state, depriving it of those essential means and capabilities with which to generate economic growth, improve the living conditions of the masses. This observation is still very real in contemporary politics in Nigeria and in most African states.

The former EFCC Chairperson (Mrs. Farida Waziri) states her observation of Nigeria’s political leaders thus:

The extent of aggrandizement and glutinous accumulation of wealth that I have observed suggests to me that some people are mentally and psychologically unsuitable for public office. We have observed people amassing public wealth to a point suggesting madness or some form of obsessive compulsive psychiatric disorder [10].

The display of a high level of personality disorder in acquisition of private wealth out of the collective wealth of the nation beat the imagination of the anti-graft agency. The best description she could give of such height of quest for power and wealth was to put it within the framework of mental and compulsive psychiatric disorder.

In the field of psychology, to be specific, abnormal psychology, types of personality disorders are grouped under three clusters.

- Cluster A: This is the realm of disorders that are odd or eccentric (weird)
  - Paranoid
  - Schizoid
  - Schizotypal

- Cluster B: This is the realm of emotional and impulsive disorder
  - Antisocial
  - Borderline
  - Histrionic
  - Narcissistic

- Cluster C: This is the realm of anxious and fearful disorders
  - Avoidant
  - Dependent
  - Obsessive compulsive

In all the clusters, Nigerian political leaders and governmental personnel display more of cluster B. We may not need to highlight them one after the other, but we will like to examine some of these personality disorders as displayed by our leaders.

Antisocial personality disorder

People suffering this personality have little or no regards for others and violate the rights of people around them. They are generally referred to as psychopaths or sociopath. They fail to conform to a given norm and will break all rules that lead to their arrest. They are used to lying, conning people and using aliases mostly for personal gain and pleasure. They never show remorse for their actions and never honor any emotional or financial obligations.

On January 1st 2012, the President of the nation hiked fuel price to above N100 not minding that the citizens would have exhausted their resources on the December festive period. He made life unbearable at the beginning of the year. A lot of people found it difficult to travel back to their stations having gone to their different states, towns and villages to celebrate with their family. We do not mean that the removal of the fuel subsidy is wrong but that it could have been done at a better time without necessarily inflicting financial and mental injuries on the people. This is just one out of many display of self-centered and emotional detachment from the followers demonstrated by people who are better described as rulers and not leaders.

The battle between the Presidency and the Governor of Rivers State is still an example of politics of disregard for the feelings of the people who bear the brunt of their disagreement. We are not scared to say that this is an example of personality disorder – antisocial personality disorder and narcissism.

Borderline personality disorder

This disorder has several features but above all else, the people suffering from this are extremely manipulative and have little or no empathy. They have a knack of pulling people towards them, then neglecting them and again bring the same person close to them. One is confused about their real nature as they keep changing their personality like one changes clothes.

Manipulation and deception are constant words in our political lexicon in Nigeria. One of the questions that are recurrent in politics is what are the political ideologies of our political parties? We, in the field of Political Science, have been able to X-ray the ideological bent of our political parties, but the political leaders have not been able to identify consistently what they stand for. What we experience is this consistent cross-carpeting (deflecting) from one political parties to another not on the basis of ideological antagonism but that of the quest for realizing personal ambition.

Histrionic personality disorder

Patients with this condition are hungry for attention, over emotional and over dramatic. They draw people towards them by their flirtatious or seductive nature. But they, themselves, are emotionally shallow. They are easily bored and live in their own romantic, sweet world. They become extremely uncomfortable when the center of attention shifts from them. These patients show extreme self-dramatization and can easily influence any person with their exaggerated emotional expressions.

It is very rare to hear of a politician in Nigeria who refuses to vie for tenure when his/her tenure in office ends. Our politicians always want to be at the center of socio-political attention given the economic benefits attached. The Obasanjo’s third term agenda is a testimony. It is a general culture embraced by our politicians but it is a proof of personality disorder.

We can count on our finger tips many Governors who are now Senators. As soon as they exhausted their two term tenures, their personality disorder led them to seek another place of prominence in public glare.

Narcissistic personality disorder

In this disorder, patients are craving for admiration, self-importance
and show lack of empathy. They cannot stand criticism or losing to someone. These people often exaggerate their talents, achievements and feel superior to others. They feel they are special, and can only be understood by people who are equally talented or unique. They will take advantage of any person or situation till they get what they want. They feel others are envious of them and will themselves show signs of heightened envy. Haughty behavior sprinkled with arrogant attitudes can be a sign of narcissistic personality.

The patient displays excessive self-admiration and self-centeredness. We are witnesses to how our politics is built on the quest for self-actualization of the leaders’ aspirations. Politics is played at the expense of the well-being of the citizens. The assassination of opponents is one of the issues we are still confronted with till today. The Dele Giwa untimely death, Bola Ige, Funsho Williams, Kayode Daramola, Kudirat Abiola, M.K.O, and the assassination of some unsung journalists and activists are all testimonies of personality disorders in our politics. It is at this point we could conclude that most of our politicians in Nigeria are suffering from megalomania – which is an excessive enjoyment in having power over others.

Histo-Empirical Realities of Personality Disorders in Political Leadership in Nigeria

From the First Republic to the present Fourth Republic, personality disorders have been so displayed in our political life in Nigeria. From the few personality disorders outlined above, the absence of human feelings (inability to empathize with the masses), obsessive compulsion towards power and wealth acquisition exercised by our leaders further confirm that there is a need for personality test for those who intend to mount the throne of leadership in Nigeria.

The editorial of the Daily Times Newspaper of January 16, 1966 poignantly captures the nature of both the civilian and the military rule thus:

With the transfer of authority of the Federal Government to the Armed Forces, we reached a turning point in our national life. The old order has changed, yielding place to a new one...For a long time, instead of settling down to minister to people’s needs, the politicians were busy performing series of seven day wonders as if the act of government was some circus show... still we groped along as citizens watched politicians scorn the base by which they did ascend... [11]

The people were manipulated and deceived with good promises that were never intended to be fulfilled. As soon as they get into power, the people become mere appendices to our political processes only needed for a while and discarded after use. They centralize both political power and the collective resources of the nation. From the quote above, there is an obvious display of antisocial personality disorder and narcissistic behavior.

Dash, reflecting on the Third Republic, holds that over $16 billion in oil revenues were lost between 1979 and 1983 during the reign of President Shehu Shagari. According to him, it became quite common, for federal buildings to mysteriously go up in flames, most especially just before the onset of ordered audits of government accounts, making it impossible to discover written evidence of embezzlement and fraud [12].

In the same vein, in the military regime that followed the Second Republic, leaders who were convicted of corruption found themselves back to public life with their seized properties released to them.


In order to forestall the continual perpetration of corrupt practices in our politics, Obasanjo inaugurated ICPC on 29th September 2000 and the EFCC in 2003. These anti-graft agencies have been able to expose some cases of corruption even though corruption has multiplied in the country. The former focuses on corruption in the public sector, especially cases of bribery, gratification, graft, and abuse or misuse of office (The Corrupt practices and other Related Offences Act, 2000) while the latter investigates people in all sectors who appear to be living above their means (EFCC – Economic and Financial Crime Commission).

From Adekeye’s submission, political parties could be said to be the domain of this displayed of personality disorders in Nigeria. According to him, “a survey on the level of corruption in Nigeria carried out in 2003 by the Institute of Development Research of the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria ranked political parties in the country third in the list of thirty most corrupt public institutions in Nigeria” [14].

If multi-national corporations would conduct personality test to be able ascertain who to recruit and where they should be placed, it is an imperative that in the management of public resources and governance, those aspiring to be involved need to go through this personality test too given the enormous task of managing both natural and human resources.

Selected few cases of indicted public office holders

Dada [15] compiled cases of Public Office holders’ indictments and we found these very germane in establishing the nature of personality disorders in Nigeria’s politics. What follows from here are details as provided by Segun Dada in his write-up, “How they looted Nigerian dry and a litany of abandoned EFCC corruption cases.”

a) Chief Bode George: was arraigned by EFCC alongside five other suspects (Aminu Dabo, Olusegun Abidoye, Abdullahi Tafida, Zanna Maidaribe, and Sule Aiyu) on a 163-count charge (truncated to 68-count charge) that bordered on an alleged misappropriation of Nigeria Ports Authority (NPA) funds to the tune of N85 billion, and inflation of contract costs contrary to Section 2(3) of the Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act, 2000.

b) Mr. Tafa Balogun: who pleaded guilty to eight counts of money laundering charges to the tune of N16 billion in 2005. He was sentenced to six months imprisonment. Same went for Alamieyeseigha for money laundering. He was convicted and released on plea bargain.

c) Senator Iyabo Obasanjo-Bello: In April 2008, the EFCC began the investigation of Senator Iyabo Obasanjo-Bello for receiving N10 million stolen from the Ministry of Health. The former Minister of Health and the deputy were also on trial for stealing over N30,000,000 from the Ministry’s unspent funds from the 2007 budget. Although the Minister and his deputy lost their jobs, Senator Iyabo Obasanjo-Bello dramatized her case out of the court and eventually went scot-
free. The court has maintained silence on the case. No acquittal, no adjournments.

d) Chimaroke Nnamani: The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, on 10 August, 2009, sealed off the premises of Cosmo FM Radio Station, Rainbow net Nigeria Limited and other companies believed to be owned by the ex-governor of Enugu State, who later became a Senator of the Federal Republic. The properties were seized by the EFCC through a Lagos Federal High Court order in May 2007 following the indictment of Nnamani over alleged corruption and embezzlement of state funds to the tune of N5.3 billion.

After arraigning the ex-governor in court for prosecution, it appears the case had been stepped down because as at 25th September, 2010 there was neither conviction nor an acquittal. Rather, the case is suffering prolonged adjournments and is still pending. He was a member of the Senate between 2007 and 2011.

e) Chief Onyema Ugochukwu: The EFCC charged the former People’s Democratic Party (PDP) governorship candidate for Abia State in the April 2007 general elections, and former Chairman of the Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC), Chief Onyema Ugochukwu before a Federal High Court and Abuja for corrupt practices. Chief Ugochukwu was accused of corrupt handling of about N10.2 billion while serving as the Chairman of the NDDC. The charges accused Chief Ugochukwu of inflating contract value and making false statement in respect of N9.3 billion allegedly trapped in the distressed Societe Generale Bank of Nigeria; inflating of a contract value for the construction of a 15 kilometer road in Obioki-Mpologwu from N250, 260 million to N880,000 million; while the second count accused him of inflating contracts value for the construction of a road in Umualia from N180 million to N462 million.

f) Samin Turaki: Samin Turaki, former governor of Jigawa State was alleged to have misappropriated the sum of N36 billion from the State funds. Turaki was also alleged to have laundered public funds of various values, an offence the Legal and Prosecution Unit of the EFCC states is punishable under section 14(1) (b) of the money laundering (Prohibition) Act 2004. Aminu Turaki argued that a substantial sum out of the N36 billion allegedly siphoned, was invested into the People’s Democratic Party third term project (Ploughing the seed of corruption out of the N36 billion allegedly siphoned, was invested into the People’s Democratic Party third term project). Turaki won a seat in the Senate. He was a member of the Senate between 2007 and 2011.

g) Alao Akala: EFCC had arraigned Alao-Akala; a former Commissioner for Local Government and Chieftaincy Matters and incumbent senator, Hosea Agboola; and a businessman, Femi Babalola, over alleged misappropriation of N11.5 billion. The EFCC had accused the trio of conspiracy, illegal award of contracts, and obtaining money by false pretense and acquiring property with money derived from illegal act as well as concealing the ownership of such property. One of Alao Akala’s co-conspirators is a serving senator of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.

h) Orji Uzor Kalu: Former Abia State Governor Orji Uzor Kalu was arraigned on July 27, 2007 before an Abuja High Court on a 107 count charge of money laundering, official corruption and criminal diversion of public funds in excess of N5 billion. He approached the Court of Appeal to set aside the ruling of the Federal High Court that he had a case to answer. The appellate court dismissed the appeal for lack of merit and gave the anti-graft agency the nod to prosecute him. With the charges still hanging on his neck, the former governor is touting himself as a possible presidential candidate in 2015. He still strolls around till date not only as a free man, but as a self-acclaimed spokesperson for the Igbo people.

i) Joshua Dariye: Another pending case is that of former Governor Dariye of Plateau State, who was arraigned by the EFCC before an Abuja High Court on a 23-count charge involving the sum of N700 million. He was granted bail, but he later challenged the jurisdiction of the court to try him. He argued that the alleged offence committed by him took place in Plateau State and the funds involved belonged to the state and argued that his trial ought to take place in the state, not in Abuja. The judge dismissed Dariye’s objection, which prompted him to approach the Court of Appeal, which also threw out the application and ordered him to go and face his trial. While the case is still pending before the court, Dariye won a senatorial seat in the 2011 polls.

j) Jolly Nyame: Former Governor Jolly Nyame of Taraba State was docked on 41-count charge in July 2007. He was alleged to have embezzled N1.3 billion and collected N180 million from a contractor as a kick-back from a N250 million contracts awarded to the company for the supply of stationery to the state government. His case is still undecided six years later.

k) Dimeji Bankole and Usman Nafada: The alleged contract inflation by the former Speaker of the House of Representatives, Dimeji Bankole. He was arraigned on June 8, 2011 over a 16- count charge. Bankole and his deputy, Usman Nafada, were dragged to court over a 17-count charge alleged misappropriation of a N10 billion loan. However, the case was thrown out on January 31, 2012.

l) Ndudi Elemelu: Former Chairman of House Committee on Power, Ndudi Elemelu, was docked over a N5.2 billion fraud charge brought against him in the EFCC. Justice Garba Umar ruled that he had no case to answer, but the case is still pending at the Abuja High Court before Justice Adelukola Bolajoko.

m) Peter Odili: EFCC began moves to swoop on Rivers state officials in late 2006 when it issued a report of investigation into the state’s finances in which it said over N100 billion was diverted during Odili’s two terms.

The report contained allegations of large-scale fraud, conspiracy, conversion of public funds, foreign exchange malpractice, money laundering, stealing and abuse of oath of office against the former governor.

To stave off impending prosecution of officials, the then Rivers state attorney general went to court and got a perpetual injunction in March 2007 restraining EFCC from investigating the state government.

A year later, months after he had left office in May 2007, Odili himself went to court and asked to be made to benefit from the injunction and the court granted his prayers, making him perpetually immune from arrest, investigation or prosecution.

In October 2008, EFCC challenged the perpetual injunction at the Court of Appeal, but no judgment has yet been given nearly four years after, because of what a source close to the matter said was lack of diligent prosecution and official interference.
In the meantime, the commission had built a case against Odili and other officials, hoping to move in to file charges as soon as the injunction was lifted, sources familiar with the matter said.

But about two years ago, the commission dropped further action against Odili, and retrieved the case file from the lawyer handling the matter, because of what a source said were “orders from above.”

n) James Ibori: On December 12, 2007, Ibori was arrested by the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) at the Kwara State Lodge in Asokoro, Abuja. The charges he faced included theft of public funds, abuse of office, and money laundering. These corruption charges brought against Ibori by the government of former President Obasanjo are among many begun by anticorruption czar Nuhu Ribadu against former officials of the ruling People’s Democratic Party PDP.

Ribadu allegedly added that Ibori attempted to bribe him to drop the charges with a cash gift of $15 million, which Ribadu immediately lodged in the Central Bank of Nigeria CBN. The cash remains in the CBN as an exhibit.

On December 17, 2009, A Federal High Court sitting in Asaba, Delta State discharged and acquitted Ibori of all 170 charges of corruption brought against him by EFCC. The EFCC filed a notice of appeal against the December 17, 2009 judgment, and had begun a new round of investigations on the former governor following a petition by members of the Delta State Elders, Leaders and Stakeholders Forum, which was made available to the public in March 2010.

In April 2010, about three months after the takeover of government by Goodluck Jonathan, Ibori’s case file was reopened. A new allegation that he embezzled N40 billion ($266 million) was pressed against him. Attempts to arrest him were unsuccessful. It was reported that he fled from Abuja to Lagos and then to the creeks of Oghara, his homeland in the Niger Delta. It was reported that he has been guarded by armed militias and they once had a shootout with government security forces. He claimed that the charges were frivolous and that he was a victim of political persecution.

In April 2010, Ibori fled Nigeria, prompting the EFCC to request the assistance of Interpol [16-19]. On 12 July 2010 the Governor of the CBN, Malam Sanusi Lamido revealed that Ibori had used Delta State as collateral for N40 billion loans when he was governor. He was later arrested in Dubai and extradited to the UK where he is currently serving jail terms for money laundering.

O) Lucky Igbinedion: In January 2008, Lucky Igbinedion, a former Governor of Edo State, was declared wanted by the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission on 142 counts of financial fraud. This concerns allegations that he embezzled $24 million (€12 m) using front companies.

The former governor’s overseas properties are valued conservatively at about N6 billion. Some of the identified overseas properties include: Mansion in Cape Town, South Africa, numerous houses in Johannesburg, South Africa. The famous Kenwood mansion in United Kingdom (UK) valued at £3.3 m and paid for in one day. Igbinedion did not only embark on a shopping spree, he also set up a vast business empire. His younger brother, Bright, is allegedly the overseer of his estimated N7 billion business in South Africa.

It includes the five-star Hotel Constallia along Airport Road in Benin Benin-City, managed by his wife, Eki Igbinedion. The hotel is valued at about N4 billion.

Chief Lucky Nosakhare Igbinedion was arraigned by the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) before the Federal High Court, Enugu in charge No FHC/EN/6C/2008 on a 191- count charge of corruption, money laundering and embezzlement of N2.9b. In a plea bargain arrangement, the EFCC through its counsel Mr. Rotimi Jacob reduced the 191- count charge to one – count charge. The single charge read:

That you, Lucky Igbinedion (former Governor of Edo State) on or about January 21, 2008 within the Jurisdiction of this honorable court neglected to make a declaration of your interest in account No. 41240113983110 with GTB in the declaration of assets form of the EFCC and you thereby committed an offence punishable under section 27(3) of the EFCC Act 2004.

The terms of the plea bargain were that the prosecutor would reduce the 191 – count charge to one – count charge and in return, Lucky Igbinedion will refund N500m, 3 properties and plead guilty to the one – count charge.

We cannot forget the former Bayelsa State Governor, Diepreye Alamieyeseigha, who disguised as a woman and jumped bail in the UK. Today, he represents President Goodluck Jonathan in functions and takes the front seat at party functions.

Discussion and Conclusion

It is apparent that our leaders want fast psychiatric intervention given their obsessive pursuit of wealth at the expense of the good-being of the citizens. They would be mentioned to be suffering from hypertensive materialism – unquenchable thirsty for material wealth [20]. They have suddenly lost their moral sense and pursued the path of plundering the treasury of the nation. As visible above, the judiciary has not tested to be exempted from these character problems which have bedeviled our politics in Nigeria. This arm of government has added more salt to our injury by aiding these political leaders; perverting justice and letting them go off the hook of the law. As it is well known that the environment could contribute to personality disorders, the social-political terrain in Nigeria has convinced aspiring leaders that mismanagement of public funds is a norm as against transparency and accountability. Therefore, there is a perennial recruitment of government personnel, whether as political leaders through elections or institutional leaders through appointment, who are already disoriented on the true nature of political power and hence are willing to demonstrate, overtly or covertly, personality disorder (abnormal behavior). If we do not rise up to the occasion, things may likely be falling apart the more in this country.

Recommendations

In order to change the face of things in Nigeria’s politics, the intellectual discipline that has the capacity to understand, explain, predict and correct human behavior should take a lead while working with other disciplines.

First, the Nigerian Psychological Association should create fora where issues of leadership are held to high premium. In other words, this noble association should come to term with the fact that it has an important role to play if these personality disorders displayed in corrupt practices have to stop in this country. Of course, there are several branches of the discipline, but the need on ground in our country centers on right leadership. If this is going to be achieved, we cannot hide under the umbrella of being specialists outside scope of
our need. Thus, abnormal psychology becomes one of the important branches that must be “marketed” to the nation.

The association, among other things, should champion the need for personality test for those vying for public offices. It may take some time before this idea is bought but the consistency can create awareness in the minds of the citizens of the correlation between psychological/mental illness and bad governance; psychological/mental wellness and good governance.

Second, psychologists, working with the civil society, should do a background study of those aspiring to the position of leadership within our country. Extensive video documentary could be done to that effect.

Third, the curriculum of our universities should be redressed so as to give room for psychology to be taken as a compulsory NUC course just as philosophy was adopted. This will enlighten the populace about the central place of this discipline in any human society.

Fourth, on the level of individual, psychologists should make the discipline attractive to the larger society by getting involved in national issues, especially on leadership and good governance, as professionals and not mere citizens.

Fifth, we should transcend the stage of mere debate on the validity, reliability, quantification and measurement of personality test to a stage of using what we have to achieve our purpose. In other words, let us slow down on the debate of how potent the test will be or not be, and begin the test now. We should outgrow our theoretical polemics and move to the stage of practical engagement with socio-political realities in our country.

Finally, let us start now! Let us save our country from being ruled by men and women who are best described, in the word of Waziri Farida, as psychiatric patients.
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